Activity and selectivity of Co-Pd/TiO$_2$ catalysts in CO hydrogenation
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Activity and selectivity of the (10%Co+0.5%Pd)/TiO$_2$ system in CO hydrogenation were studied in dependence of pretreatment mode and reduction and reaction temperature. The investigation was directed to evaluate information about influence of surface species and sites on catalyst performance. Samples were preliminary treated in air, hydrogen, or argon and studied by chemisorption of H$_2$ and CO, TPR, XPS, EPR, in situ DRIFTS, and catalytic measurements.

Dependences of pretreatment mode and reduction temperature on catalyst activity in CO conversion and selectivity to CH$_4$ were found. Pretreatment in hydrogen resulted in an active catalyst characterized by bridged CO species on the metal surface with weakened C-O bonds that facilitated cleavage at lower temperatures and sites of medium strength on the support where bidentate carbonate species was formed. This catalyst produced methane at a lower temperature but the selectivity was low due to high CO$_2$ formation. A selective catalyst was prepared by pretreatment in air and distinguished by dominance of formate and monodentate carbonate species formed on strong adsorption sites of the support. Thus, methane production started at higher temperatures but at a higher CH$_4$/CO$_2$ ratio. Being a reducible support of weak Lewis acidity TiO$_2$ contributed to CO$_2$ formation because of its intrinsic activity in the water-gas shift reaction. Contribution of the support depended on preliminary treatment mode and the effect of the latter was supposed stronger in the case of active catalyst preparation.
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INTRODUCTION

Catalysis is an instrument of the so-called green chemistry to overcome disadvantages and challenges in chemical production. A diversity of chemical processes poses different tasks to catalysis in order to achieve the green chemistry requirements to become ecology friendly. Catalysts meeting the green chemistry 12 postulates should be highly selective, characterized by a decreased variety of intermediates to avoid unnecessary by-product synthesis and thus allowing reagent complete inclusion into target products [1].

The CO hydrogenation process takes place in presence of cobalt and cobalt-palladium supported catalysts. Their surface may be composed by various compounds. The adsorption sites on the surface of metal particles differ in property and vary in concentration ratio: Co and Pd sites with modified properties exist parallel to typical Co and Pd adsorption sites. The influence of the latter on hydrogen and CO adsorption is of great significance determining the heterogeneous catalytic process mechanism.

Main reactions of the CO hydrogenation process are synthesis of CH$_4$/hydrocarbons (HCs) and water-gas shift reaction (WGSR).

In the related literature the explanation of reaction mechanism, products formation, and catalyst selectivity during the CO hydrogenation process are not generally accepted because of contradiction among obtained data in many cases. Methanation (HCs synthesis) takes part on Co and Pd atoms. There are different ideas about CH$_4$ formation on cobalt and they have developed in two directions [2, 3]: (i) CO adsorption (CO$_{ads}$), C-O bond cleavage with formation of surface carbon (C$_{ads}$) that is distinguished from metal carbide, and C$_{ads}$ hydrogenation; (ii) CO adsorption and hydrogenation of CO$_{ads}$ species to CH$_x$O$_{ads}$. It has been established that C$_{ads}$ hydrogenation occurs very easily while that of CO$_{ads}$ requires an increased temperature, which indicates a lower reaction rate. HCs synthesis, i.e. formation of C-C bonds, is explained by creation of CH$_x$ intermediates, condensation of CH$_x$O entities, and CO insertion. Different surface species of CO have been registered on the catalyst surface. However, another type of O-containing intermediates, different from the aforementioned, has not been found. In spite of that there are investigations reporting results about CH$_x$O species on Co [4] and Pd [5, 6]. In a great number of studies, it is supposed that a predominant pathway for CH$_4$ formation is through CO dissociation.
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WGSR proceeds in presence of eighth-group metals independent of whether they are in reduced or oxidized state, however, in the latter case the rate is much higher [7]. There are different hypotheses about the reaction mechanism: (i) formate; (ii) redox; and (iii) carboxylate [8]. Carboxyl species is short-lived than formate one. It has been established that the reaction goes through formation of surface formic acid intermediate [CO-OH] and the rate-determining step is assigned to decomposition into hydrogen and CO$_2$ [9, 10]. A reaction intermediate for the redox route has not been proved experimentally [8]. Amongst alumina supported catalysts based on eighth-group metals, a reduced Co/Al$_2$O$_3$ sample has been characterized by the highest activity [7].

The present paper deals with the activity and selectivity of (10%Co+0.5%Pd)/TiO$_2$ catalysts depending on factors like pretreatment, reduction temperature, and reaction temperature. The paper is also aimed at putting forward some additional information about how the variety of surface species and sites affects the performance of obtained bimetallic systems. Variance of the above-mentioned factors may lead to an increase in activity. However, activity is not an isolated property of the catalyst since it is accompanied by kind of selectivity in work. It is necessary to vary purposefully the factors and regulate the effect of their influence at creation of catalysts so that a higher activity is accompanied by improved selectivity.

**EXPERIMENTAL**

Bimetallic Co-Pd catalysts were prepared by depositing metal nitrate salts from aqueous solution on non-porous TiO$_2$ (Degussa P-25, 50 m$^2$/g) support. The suspension was dried in a vacuum rotary desiccator at 60 °C for 24 h. The procedure was aimed at preparing ~10% cobalt and ~0.5% palladium loading.

Preliminary treatment of the precursors comprised consecutive heating in a gas flow at 100, 200, and 300 °C for 1 h at each level (heating rate of 100 deg/h). Air, hydrogen, and argon were used for oxidative, reductive, and inert gas pretreatment atmosphere, respectively. Selected pretreatment mode was carried out in situ in the measuring cell of the respective device before each kind of study. The prepared samples were denoted as ‘ox’, ‘red’, and ‘inert’ in order to distinguish used pretreatment medium.

Chemisorption of hydrogen and carbon monoxide was measured by the volumetric method in a glass device. The experiments were performed with samples successively reduced in hydrogen flow at 300 °C for 1 h, at 400 °C for 1 h, and at 450 °C for 2 h. After reduction, as well as after each hydrogen adsorption measurement the samples were evacuated to $P < 1.33 \times 10^{-3}$ Pa at the temperature of reduction. Adsorption isotherms of hydrogen were obtained in the pressure range 0–13.3 kPa at a temperature of ca. 100 °C in order to minimize absorption in the bulk of palladium [11] and to activate hydrogen adsorption on cobalt [12, 13]. Monolayer coverage was determined by extrapolation of the linear part of the isotherm to zero pressure.

Carbon monoxide chemisorption was measured at room temperature. The term ‘total adsorption’ is used to designate the amount of all kinds of adsorbed CO species on various sites. Strongly (irreversibly) adsorbed CO species determine the reaction mechanism in the CO hydrogenation process. For a quantitative analysis of the metal surface, it is necessary to measure and eliminate the share of weakly bonded CO to Co and Pd ions and other sites on the support.

Experimentally, the strongly adsorbed species of CO (CO$_x$) was determined in the following sequence: (i) total CO adsorption measurement; (ii) evacuation of the sample at room temperature to $P < 1.33 \times 10^{-3}$ Pa; (iii) second measurement of isotherm to determine weak (reversible) adsorption (CO$_y$). Strongly bonded CO was estimated as a difference between ‘total’ and ‘weak’ adsorption [14].

Catalytic activity measurements in the process of CO hydrogenation were carried out in a flow-type glass reactor at atmospheric pressure in the temperature range of 150–360 °C. Catalyst loading was 140 mg (fraction 0.63–0.8 mm). The measurements were carried out with reduced samples at three temperatures following the procedure mentioned above. Before each test, the catalyst was cooled in a hydrogen flow to the selected initial reaction temperature. A H$_2$/CO reaction mixture of 4/1 at a flow rate of 25 ml/min was used. At reactor outlet the mixture was analyzed by gas chromatography (Varian 3700 with thermal conductivity detector, 2 m Porapak Q column working at room temperature, hydrogen carrier gas 20 ml/min).

In situ diffuse-reflectance IR spectroscopy (DRIFTS) was used to monitor the catalytic measurements of CO hydrogenation (H$_2$/CO = 4/1, 8 ml/min, T $\leq$ 250°C). Spectra were recorded on a Nicolet 6700 FTIR spectrometer (Thermo Electron Corporation, USA) equipped with Collector II accessory where a High Temperature/Vacuum Chamber (Thermo Spectra-Tech, USA) was mounted. CaF$_2$ windows limited the working
spectral range to 1111–4000 cm\(^{-1}\), and the spectra were collected at 100 scans, 1.928 cm\(^{-1}\) date spacing. Temperature-programmed reduction (TPR) was carried out in a quartz reactor with 150 mg of sample charge. 10% \(\text{H}_2\) in Ar at a total flow rate of 25 ml/min was used as reducing agent. The temperature was raised by 10 deg/min up to 900 °C. Recorded TPR profiles were used for graphical calculation of the peak area at temperatures higher than the applied \(T_{\text{red}}\). This area is proportional to the amount of unreduced metal (URM) and could help in determining metal dispersion of the studied samples.

**Fig. 1.** Selectivity ratio dependence on reduction and reaction temperature for \((10\%\text{Co}+0.5\%\text{Pd})/\text{TiO}_2(\text{ox})\) sample.

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) was used for ex-situ study of sample surface after the catalytic measurements. The analyses were carried out by an ESCALAB MkII (VG Scientific) electron spectrometer at a base pressure in the analysis chamber of \(5\times10^{-10}\) mbar (during measurements \(1\times10^{-8}\) mbar) using AlK\(\alpha\) X-ray source (excitation energy \(h\nu = 1486.6\) eV). The pass energy of the hemispherical analyzer was 20 eV, 6 mm slit widths (entrance/exit). The instrumental resolution measured as the full width at a half maximum (FWHM) of the Ag\(3d_{5/2}\) photoelectron peak was 1 eV. The energy scale was corrected depending on the Ti\(2p\) peak maximum at 458.8 eV. Processing of the measured spectra included subtraction of X-ray satellites and Shirley-type background [15]. The peak positions and areas were evaluated by a symmetrical Gaussian-Lorentzian curve fitting. The relative concentrations of the different chemical species were determined based on normalization of the peak areas to their photoionization cross-sections as calculated by Scofield [16].

Ex-situ spectra based on electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) phenomenon were recorded on a JEOL JES-FA 100 EPR spectrometer operating in X-band with standard TE011 cylindrical resonator. An ES-DVT4 Varied Temperature Controller provided spectra detection at a temperature of \(-150\) °C. The desired low temperature was achieved by a cooling gas (liquid nitrogen) system, which was controlled by the spectrometer computer.

**RESULTS AND DISCUSSION**

Metal dispersion was determined based on hydrogen chemisorption experiments for all studied samples. An average value of about 3.4% was obtained after reduction at 300 °C, which decreased to \(-1.8\)% after reduction at the higher temperature \((400/450\) °C) studied.

All catalysts were tested in the CO hydrogenation process at atmospheric pressure. Under the selected reaction condition, \(\text{CH}_4\) was produced as the sole hydrocarbon [17]. Two main reactions were running in this investigation:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{CO} + 2\text{H}_2 &= \text{CH}_4 + \text{H}_2 \quad (i) \\
\text{CO} + \text{H}_2\text{O} &= \text{CO}_2 + \text{H}_2 \quad (ii).
\end{align*}
\]

The results showed a different type of change of CO conversion and of hydrocarbon production with reaction temperature.

The CH\(_4\)/CO\(_2\) ratio was low and almost constant independent of reduction and reaction temperature for a hydrogen-pretreated (prereduced) sample and for a sample pretreated in an inert gas flow. The change of reduction temperature from 300 to 450 °C affected the behaviour of these samples by decreasing both conversion and selectivity. There was not a clear dependence of the CH\(_4\)/CO\(_2\) ratio on reduction or reaction temperature in the case of \((10\%\text{Co}+0.5\%\text{Pd})/\text{TiO}_2(\text{ox})\). However, a somewhat similar effect was found on the selectivity ratio upon combination between reduction and reaction temperature in the region of 300 – 450 °C (Fig. 1).

Comparative analysis showed that depending on precursor treatment mode (oxidative, inert, or reductive medium) and reduction temperature the catalysts ranged in different rows of activity in CO conversion and selectivity to \(\text{CH}_4\) formation. Information, parameters, and properties derived using different methods are shown in Table 1 featuring the most active sample in CO conversion and that of the highest selectivity to \(\text{CH}_4\) amongst all studied samples. For comparative purpose, data collected at a reaction temperature of 300 °C are taken as reference. Figures 4 – 7 illustrate some of the discussed sample properties.
Table 1. Data derived from TPR, XPS, chemisorption and catalytic measurements about the catalyst system (10%Co+0.5%Pd)/TiO₂.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Active</th>
<th>Selective</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pretreatment</td>
<td>(red)</td>
<td>(ox)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tₚₑₐₜ, °C</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Co states (TPR)</td>
<td>Co⁰, Co⁺⁺</td>
<td>Co⁰, Co⁺⁺</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rᵣᵤᵦᵢₘ</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total carbon, (at.%)</td>
<td>9.53</td>
<td>8.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CO₃, (%)</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CH₄/CO₂</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dᵢ₁₀₀₀₉ₐ</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>3.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H₁₀₀₀₉/CO₁₀</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CO₁₀₉/CO₁₆</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(22/28)</td>
<td>(32.8/31.8)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Legend: CO₃ – percentage of deposited surface carbon corresponding to carbonate(s); Rᵣᵤᵦᵢₘ - unreduced metal ratio (Rᵣᵤᵦᵢₘ = Uᵦᵢₘᵢ/ₚₑₐₜᵢₘ); H₁₀₀₀₉ - sample capacity for monolayer hydrogen adsorption measured at 100 °C after reduction at a respective Tₚₑₜ; CO₉ - sample capacity for weak (reversible) CO adsorption measured at room temperature after reduction at a respective Tₚₑₜ; CO₁₀ᵦ - calculated sample capacity for strong (irreversible) CO adsorption; Dᵢ₁₀₀₀₉ – metal dispersion based on H₁₀₀₀₉ and determined after reduction at a respective temperature.

After performing the catalytic tests, all the samples were investigated by XPS and EPR. Results obtained by EPR spectroscopy (Fig. 2) show that at room temperature a broad singlet line with a g factor of 2.2551 ± 0.005 was detected in samples pretreated in reductive and inert flow, which is due to tetrahedrally coupled Co²⁺ ions [18]. It can be supposed that the line is significantly broadened due to additional deformation of the Co²⁺ tetrahedra or superposition of metallic Pd because the studied catalysts we re bimetallic [19]. Another possible reason for this line broadening is dipole-dipole interaction between the particles, since cobalt concentration is 10%, high enough for EPR measurements. Preliminary treated catalyst in air (denoted as ‘ox’) has a signal of g factor 5.4552, which can be assigned to isolated octahedrally coordinated Co²⁺ ions with some tetragonal and trigonal distortions [20]. In addition, a weak signal with a g factor of 1.9751 due to Ti³⁺ was recorded at a temperature of −150 °C (Fig. 2, inset) [21]. Co²⁺ and Co³⁺ on the surface of the tested samples were also registered by XPS measurements, as well as metallic Pd and Pd²⁺ [22]. The presence of these ions in the used (already reduced) samples is due to available unreduced oxide phase(s) and/or to the ‘ex-situ’ measurements where oxygen adsorption and oxidation of the particle surface layer proceeds without penetration into the bulk during exposition to air [23, 24]. Additionally, 8.71–10.06 at. % carbon were registered by XPS (Table 1, Fig. 3).

Carbon deposition due to XPS measurement itself was not observed. So, the registered amounts of HCs were assigned to surface HCs species formed along with methane and remained adsorbed on the catalyst and/or because of contamination upon sample preparatory procedure of grinding. The shape of the C1s peak exhibited a shoulder corresponding to carbon in a typical surrounding of carbonates [22]. Deconvolution of the high-resolution C1s peaks revealed that about 20–26% of the surface carbon was in the form of carbonates.

The TiO₂ support is not entirely inert. A strong metal-support interaction (SMSI) phenomenon is frequently observed after reduction of the catalysts and during reactions under reductive conditions. This phenomenon includes several features: Ti⁴⁺→Ti³⁺ reduction; anatase→rutile transition; acceleration of both transformations in presence of metals capable of hydrogen dissociative adsorption...
(e.g. Co, Pd); metal surface decoration by partially reduced titania; and CoTiO$_3$ formation [14, 25–29]. Temperature-programmed desorption from TiO$_2$ revealed the CO$_2$ origin from bidentate carbonate species on sites of medium strength in the interval 190–230 °C and from monodentate species on strong adsorption sites at about 320 °C [30]. Evidence for SMSI in the studied samples was proved by a sharp decrease of metal dispersion found through hydrogen chemisorption, while presence of Ti$^{3+}$ ions was confirmed by EPR.

XPS data about carbonate species retained on the surface are consistent with presence of adsorption sites of significant strength.

The amount of unreduced Co in the samples was evaluated by the area under the TPR profile above the reduction temperature of the respective sample (Fig. 4, grey area).

The ratio of active sample area (URM$_a$) to selective sample (URM$_s$) area (R$_{URM}$, Table 1) was regarded as an additional feature to evaluate the role of unreduced metal.

The TPR study showed that cobalt occurred in metallic and ionic state in both samples independent of $T_{\text{red}}$ and preliminary treatment. The amount of Co$^{3+}$ predominated in the selective (10% Co + 0.5% Pd)/TiO$_2$(ox) sample (R$_{URM} = 0.2$). These results imply that most probably after ‘oxidative’ pretreatment unreduced cobalt is in the form of Co$_3$O$_4$ and CoTiO$_3$, whereas after ‘reductive’ pretreatment it is, presumably, in the form of unreduced CoO [31–37].

The catalytic activity measurements revealed that the more active catalyst was prepared by ‘reductive’ pretreatment and final reduction at 300 °C, both procedures being carried out by pure hydrogen (Fig. 5). Such a pretreatment implies the appearance of Ti$^{3+}$ sites and O$^{2-}$ vacancies [14, 25, 26].

The measurements of CO and hydrogen chemisorption indicated: (i) nearly the same metal dispersion of both samples; (ii) a higher H/CO$_s$ ratio of 2.9 for the catalyst after ‘reductive’ pretreatment; (iii) the CO$_s$/CO$_w$ ratio was almost the same for both catalysts (0.8 and 1), however, CO amount adsorbed on the surface was higher with the selective (10% Co+0.5% Pd)/TiO$_2$(ox) catalyst. Acquired data can be assigned to a large quota of CO adsorbed on metal ions, a larger share of bridge-bonded CO, a lot of separate Co and Pd particles in the active catalyst. Accordingly, the active sample was also characterized by bimetallic particles, Ti$^{4+}$, Co$^{3+}$, and lack or lower level SMSI.

The measurements of CO and hydrogen chemisorption indicated: (i) nearly the same metal dispersion of both samples; (ii) a higher H/CO$_s$ ratio of 2.9 for the catalyst after ‘reductive’ pretreatment; (iii) the CO$_s$/CO$_w$ ratio was almost the same for both catalysts (0.8 and 1), however, CO amount adsorbed on the surface was higher with the selective (10% Co+0.5% Pd)/TiO$_2$(ox) catalyst. Acquired data can be assigned to a large quota of CO adsorbed on metal ions, a larger share of bridge-bonded CO, a lot of separate Co and Pd particles in the active catalyst. Accordingly, the active sample was also characterized by bimetallic particles, Ti$^{4+}$, Co$^{3+}$, and lack or lower level SMSI.
The selective catalyst was prepared by pretreatment in air and TiO$_2$ was stabilized in relation to phase transformations. Thus, on the surface of this sample there existed sites of different nature/character and strength for CO adsorption. The latter include Co, Pd and highly diluted Pd atoms on the surface of bimetallic particles, Ti$^{3+}$ ions and O$_2^-$ vacancies of relatively lower amount, Ti$^{4+}$ ions, many unreduced Co$^{3+}$ ions (very low RURM = 0.2). At the same time, the surface of the metal particles is partially covered by reduced titania due to SMSI. The low activity of this sample could be assigned to SMSI since the metal dispersion was almost preserved (Table 1).

Formation of carbonate species on the samples/support could proceed by two distinct mechanisms: (i) a contact of CO with surface defects followed by interaction with OH groups or (ii) direct interaction between CO and surface hydroxyls [30]. The probability to realize these ways is different depending on the preliminary treatment of the catalyst. Both mechanisms could be equally operative in the case of an active sample, because of surface site diversity characterized by more ions capable of CO adsorption and conversion. The latter mechanism is most probable in the case of selective catalyst taking into account a narrower site distribution.

Figure 6 shows the results obtained by in situ DRIFTS during CO hydrogenation. The doublet centered at 2142 cm$^{-1}$ is characteristic of gaseous CO. Bands of CO species adsorbed on the metal surface appeared at 2013, 2036, and 2060 cm$^{-1}$ for linearly adsorbed CO on cobalt particles; 1936 and 1989 cm$^{-1}$ for bridge-bonded CO on Pd; 1864 cm$^{-1}$ for multicenter bonded CO on Pd (Pd (111) facets on the surface of palladium particles) [32, 38].

Bidentate (1245/68, 1580, 1618, 1640 cm$^{-1}$) and monodentate (1341/54, 1472, 1521 cm$^{-1}$) carbonate and formate species (1341/54/90, 1580, 1618 cm$^{-1}$) were registered on the catalyst surface [38]. Bands of monodentate carbonate and formate species were of higher intensity in the spectrum of the selective sample. This observation allows to state that the selective catalyst had larger amounts of the aforementioned surface species. They were relatively stable since reaction temperatures over 150 °C were necessary to initiate their transformation compared to the spectra of active sample. In addition, the bands were clearly visible to exhibit higher intensity even at 250 °C. Bands characteristic of hydrocarbon species (1390, 2853, 2921 cm$^{-1}$) were better resolved in the spectrum of the selective catalyst [38]. A band of the CH$_4$ reaction product at 3098 cm$^{-1}$ was recorded in both cases [38]. These observations concerning carbonate and hydrocarbon species retained on the selective sample surface are in agreement with XPS findings.

Figure 7 presents the changes of 2013 and 2036 cm$^{-1}$ - band intensities in dependence of the reaction temperature. A general feature of the changes is concerned with decreasing band intensity. However, in the case of active sample (open symbols), some increase in intensity appeared in the interval of 150–225 °C.

The latter was accompanied by appearance and increasing intensity of bands characteristic of CO adsorbed as different species on palladium atoms. The observed feature could be attributed to synergism mode, surface reorganization, and a decrease in SMSI effect. The CH$_4$/CO$_2$ product ratio at the reaction temperature of 300 °C for the active and the selective catalysts was 3 and 65, respectively (Table 1). The XPS study revealed higher carbon
deposition on the surface of the active sample but a larger amount of carbonates on the surface of the selective sample. The results could be explained by (i) domination of sites for strong CO adsorption on the metal surface and for monodentate carbonates on the support in the selective catalyst that determine CO₂ formation at higher temperatures during the catalytic process; (ii) adsorption sites of medium strength for bidentate carbonate species, which prevail on the surface of the active catalyst; (iii) possibility for a varying ratio of linear to bridged CO species on the surface of metal particles in the active catalyst where weakened C-O bonding in bridge-bonded species facilitate cleavage at lower reaction temperatures. It is known that carriers with acid surface and those, which can be partially reduced, are suitable for WGSR catalysts [39]. TiO₂ meets both requirements, namely, it is a weak acid support mainly with Lewis acid properties and in presence of metals (like Co and Pd) can be partially reduced to form oxygen vacancies. Even more, it has been found that Pd/TiO₂ (so as Pt, Rh, or Ru on TiO₂) is very effective in WGSR and the catalytic activity is in proportion with SMSI [39]. Therefore, such a property should be taken into account together with the other factors mentioned above on discussing catalytic performance of the active catalyst.

CONCLUSIONS

Comparative analysis showed that the synthesis of (10%Co+0.5%Pd)/TiO₂ catalysts by applying different pretreatment and reduction sets could result in an active catalyst in the process of CO conversion to CH₄ and CO₂ or a selective one to higher yields of CH₄ and hydrocarbons. Since CO hydrogenation on bimetallic catalysts is dependent on Co state, amount of unreduced metal, bimetallic Pd-Co particle formation, and support features for CO and CO₂ adsorption, then the H₂/CO₆/CO₆/CO₂ ratios become apparent as important criteria for catalyst performance.
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